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	Text Field 11: Do you want to be the next Lewis Hamilton? Perhaps you just have an interest in cars or bikes and  want to learn how they work. This elective will be a hands on subject where students will be able to learn how cars work, and how to build different vehicles based on the type motorsport they are to be used for. During the course students will be able to build multiple race cars from scratch, learning practical skills along the way that can benefit them in the future. 
	Text Field 12: Term 1 - Building an Engine.Students will learn how both petrol and electric vehicles are powered. They will be able to completely disassemble an engine and rebuild it with guidance learning what each part does, how it works and what their limitations are. Term  2 - Suspension and Brakes.Handling is a big part of a vehicles performance and the demands of suspension and braking systems vary for different disciplines. Students will learn what each component does and why certain suspension settings are used to alter a cars characteristics. Term 3 - Bodywork  and Safety.Motorsport is Dangerous! This is a sign that is at every motorsport venue across the world due to the inherent dangers involved. Safety is paramount, and Students will learn how the risks are reduced to protect the driver. In this term they will also find out about aerodynamics and how to prepare and paint a cars bodywork.
	Text Field 13: By the end of the academic year, students will have built both an electric car and a drift car.They will document their work throughout the year by creating a portfolio containing photographs and information detailing what they have achieved.
	Text Field 14: Trips to visit Formula 1 test and development centres.Go-karting.Regional race, for the electric car they have made.Carry out a test day and have passenger rides in the drift car they have built.
	Text Field 15: Green Power Project WebsiteMotorsport MagazineJapanese Performance MagazineBuild your own race car website
	Text Field 16: How engines and electric motors workHow to build an engineWhy certain materials are better suited for particular applicationsThe benefits of aerodynamicsHow to prepare car bodywork ready for painting.
	Text Field 17: Problem solvingIndependencePerseveranceOrganisationTeamworkResilience
	Text Field 18: PhysicsDesign and TechnologyMechanical EngineeringAutomotive EngineeringMathematics
	Text Field 19: Mechanic Body shop Repair TechnicianEngine BuilderRace Car DriverAutomotive EngineerVehicle PainterRace Team Director
	Subject 1: Motorsport & Automotive Engineering


